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ARCTIC WATCH
ADVENTURE & WILDLIFE AT 74º NORTH

“We will treasure forever the memories of beluga whales, musk ox,
arctic foxes and arctic hares.”
— John & Vicky Reid, Arctic Watch guests
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WELCOME.
Located in the extraordinary Canadian High Arctic,
Arctic Watch Wilderness Lodge is an exceptional
wilderness lodge and world-class beluga whale
observation site.
Situated on Somerset Island, in Cunningham
Inlet, Arctic Watch offers private lodging, locallysourced gourmet dining, unique opportunities
for polar photography, and fully-guided, allincluded soft adventure activities. This authentic,
once-in-a-lifetime Canadian travel experience is
a truly raw and untouched arctic adventure for
nature enthusiasts around the world, accessible
within a short flight from Yellowknife, Northwest
Territories.
Arctic Watch is also renowned for viewing iconic
arctic wildlife including beluga whales, elusive
polar bears, musk ox, arctic fox and hares, ring and
bearded seals, snowy owls, peregrine falcons and
much more. It is an immersive arctic safari like no
other.
The lodge itself offers great amenities and the
most comfortable facilities in the High Arctic; 16
private cabins have queen or double beds with
warm duvets, a sink and marine toilet, all within
the lodge complex. There are separate cabins for
the kitchen and dining room, lounge, library, gear
room and a private shower house.
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THE LOCATION.
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THE CULINARY EXPERIENCE.
The cuisine onsite is a highlight of the lodge experience. The award-winning chef prepares
Canadian-inspired meals using locally-sourced ingredients. Daily menus can include such
dishes as sous vide pork tenderloin in a mushroom truffle cream sauce. Every day starts
with a gourmet breakfast with cappuccino and ends with dinner and wine carefully selected
from vineyards in Canada’s Okanagan Valley. The chef is happy to accomodate the palates
of young travelers, as well as those with special dietary needs.
Deviled eggs with balsamic caviar and dill

“The food was everything and more. Top quality ingredients and excellent chefs – you can’t
beat that combination. Those not-too-sweet desserts, night after night, to say nothing of the
cookies, the nut loaves, the cheeses…” — Liz Ruddick, Arctic Watch guest
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Mushroom and goat cheese stuffed pork loin

Buffet

THE ADVENTURE.
Like any of Quark’s expeditions, guests at Arctic Watch
enjoy a varied and diverse selection of activities at no
extra charge: raft the Cunningham River, kayak amidst
beluga whales, hike the canyons and waterfalls, explore
the tundra by ATV, investigate the mysterious Thule ruins
crafted from giant whale bones and watch immense vistas
under 24 hours of daylight. Photography opportunities
also abound.

Adventure options all included
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THE WILDLIFE.
Arctic Watch is home to dozens of incredible
and iconic arctic animals. Spot polar bears,
musk ox, snowy owl, arctic hare and fox,
peregrine falcons, lemmings, ring and bearded
seals, kittiwakes, fulmars, snow geese, and more.
Cunningham Inlet is the “summer home” of
thousands of beluga whales and part of their
migration path each year. This congregation of
belugas is a unique and natural phenomenon.
Nowhere in the world do so many whales
gather so consistently, year after year, where
they can be easily observed.
You’ll also encounter unique animal habitats,
such as colorful bird cliffs housing innumerable
nests, and quite possibly, a fox den.
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YOUR ARCTIC WATCH TEAM.
Quark Expeditions® is excited to offer Arctic Watch as its very first landbased arctic expedition. With a maximum occupancy of 26 guests per
departure, it is Quark’s most intimate arctic program.
Arctic Watch is a family-run operation, hosted by arctic enthusiasts Josée
Auclair and her husband, Richard Weber, along with their two sons,
Tessum and Nansen. They are well known across the Canadian Arctic as
experts, particularly in Nunavut, and specialize in North Pole and arctic
tourism.
Additional expertise comes from Quark’s veteran polar Expedition
Leaders, Hadleigh Measham and David Allcorn.
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FRANKLIN’S LOST EXPEDITION.
New to Arctic Watch is one of the most significant places in Canadian Arctic
exploration – Beechey Island. During the Franklin Expedition of 1845-46,
the HMS Erebus and HMS Terror anchored here with perilous results. In
2014, the HMS Erebus was found in the ocean south of Beechey Island. The
mystery of what happened to the Franklin Expedition remains unsolved.
Departing Arctic Watch on a De Haviland twin otter, you’ll fly across the
Northwest Passage, for the scenic 40 minute flight to Beechey Island.
During the flight we’ll look out for narwhal, bowhead and beluga whales,
seals and polar bears. Once on Beechey, we’ll pay our respects at the graves,
visit the storage depot, have a picnic lunch, and explore the island. Stunning
ice formations, untamed landscapes, and one of the Arctic’s most historic
landmarks are part of this special day trip.

Beechey Isla
nd
exciting
new optiona
l
excursion!
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CONTACT YOUR POLAR TRAVEL ADVISER
FOR DATES, PRICES AND MORE!
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Photo: Nansen Weber

Focus on Family

Focus on Photography

Focus on Adventure
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OFFLINE-KATALOG-ANFORDERUNG
Sehr geehrte Reise-Interessenten. Vielen Dank für Ihr Interesse und den Download eines
digitalen Kataloges im PDF-Format.
Gerne senden wir Ihnen zusätzlich bei weitergehendem Interesse die ausgewählten PDFInhalte als gedruckte Version auf dem Postweg.
Bitte nennen Sie unten den gewünschten Katalog und senden Sie dieses Formular
per Post oder Fax an uns zurück.
Bitte senden Sie mir den aktuellen Katalog für folgendes Schiff/ Tour:

Bitte senden Sie den ausgewählten Katalog an folgende Adresse:
Vorname + Name

Telefonnummer

Strasse + Nr.

Faxnummer

PLZ + Wohnort

e-mail-Adresse

Bitte per Post an:

oder per Fax an 04131-54255
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POLARADVENTURES
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